E25 makes your harvesting system more complete!

"Unload on the go" to be more efficient. The side gate is adjustable in height. The E25 can operate together with most sugar beet harvesters.

With the long discharge elevator it is easy to unload directly into trucks. The elevator is adjustable in height and speed which also makes it easy to make even beet heaps.
Technical Information:

- E25 can be ordered with unloading elevator mounted to the right or left.
- Can load 25 tons of sugar beets
  Tank volume: 44m³
- Unloading time: Approx. 2 minutes
- Unloading height 2 - 4 meter.
- Unloading belt 1850mm wide
- Loading height 3 - 3,6 meter
  (also depending on tyres and chassi)
- Minimum hp: 180
- Two separate hydraulic systems.
  All piston functions are connected to the tractor’s hydraulic system. Functions
  regarding unloading are one system driven by PTO-shaft controlled by the buttons
  on the joystick.
- Beets are unloaded in 3 automatic steps:
  1) Unloading belt starts, speed is adjustable.
  2) Cross-way floor starts
  3) Length-way floor starts
- Mounted on Metsjö’s chassi MetaQ 75. E25 can be removed and
  chassi can be used with other equipments.
  (See separate leaflet)
- 3 axle chassi for less compaction in the field.